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Phone: 

Call or text with any information

ADOPT CAT
A CRY FOR HELP FOR OUR FURRY FRIEND

Dayle and his brother Chester are a wonderful pair of 

orange boys who are looking for a new home together! You 

can tell them apart easily once you meet them - Dayle has 

orange on his nose, Chester has white on his nose. Dayle 

settled in pretty quick at the shelter and showed us how 

much he loves head scratches. He is super affectionate 

with everyone, even strangers, and loves to be petted and 

loved on. They are a truly perfect pair of cats who don't 

seem bothered by other, new cats at the shelter. They 

could be adopted into a home with other pets or children. 

Dayle and his brother Chester were surrendered to us after 

their owner could no longer keep them. They are a 

wonderful bonded pair of orange and white tabbies and 

must be adopted together. They are littermates and were 

born around 12/3/13. The adoption fee for the pair is $106. 

NOTE: Dayle and Chester are due for a dental cleaning 

with our clinic. If adopted prior to their appointment in July, 

we will work with their new home to have this completed 

after adoption. **Our shelter is open by appointment only 

for approved applicants. If you would like to adopt, the first 

step is to fill out an application at sftsrescue.org/adoptable-

cats.** All of our cats are spayed or neutered, up to date 

on Rabies and FVRCP vaccines, microchipped, have tested 

negative for Feline Leukemia, and have received routine 

dewormer and flea/tick prevention. Some cats are also 

tested for FIV. All animals receive any necessary veterinary 

treatment such as surgeries, dental procedures, and other 

treatment as needed.
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